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Publisher’s Note

“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

Welcome to iON Oklahoma Online. We’re all about Oklahoma’s quality
lifestyle, culture, and entertainment.
Are you one of those people who get much of their daily information over the
internet?
Have you identiﬁed many of your favorite websites that you enjoy as a loyal
follower and visit on a regular basis?
iON Oklahoma online / www.ionok.com can become one of those “favorite
websites” for you too, if you enjoy reading many wonderful success stories
involving the progress Oklahoma and its people are making as one the leading
states in nation.
Also you will enjoy two sections on our website we call “Photo Galleries” and
“Video Diaries” that have become two of our most popular. Be sure to check
them out.
As one of the newest online magazines and only twelve months new to the
Oklahoma City metro area and the state of Oklahoma we are generating over
12,550 visits monthly and over 38,453 page views. The average time per visit
is two minutes and 58 seconds. The unique visitors total over 8,245 monthly.
We are projecting these numbers to double during the next six months and by
the end of 2012
In just a short six months iON Oklahoma Online has generated over 7,400
subscribers that download FREE the 100 page digital edition of our bi-monthly
magazine and visit the website on a regular basis. Our subscribers can
download our FREE digital edition to their mobile devices (tablets and mobile
phones). Also, iON Oklahoma Online offer a Print on Demand Edition for those
people who like a printed magazine delivered to their home or ofﬁce.
iON Oklahoma Online is totally integrated into the world of social media.
Facebook, and Twitter are two social medias we post and share our content
with our friends / followers / subscribers on a daily basis.
Sincerely,
Don Swift, Publisher
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MEGAN OSTERHAUS
AS MARY POPPINS
BECOMES
SECOND GENERATION
INTERNATIONAL STAR
BY DR. CLIF’ WARREN

hen lovely Megan Osterhaus, starring as Mary Poppins
and arrayed in that iconic bright red outfit and perky
hat, umbrella held aloft and carpet bag in hand,
magically floated into view to settle onto the stage of
Mexico City’s renowned Auditorio Nacional this month, everyone
responded in awe at the spectacle.
Like The New Amsterdam Theatre in New York City, where “Mary Poppins” has
dominated the musical theatre scene with its magical mirages since it opened
in 2006, the Auditorio Nacional, is a one of a kind venue for a fabulous one of a
kind show. Able to accommodate a few patrons short of 10,000, the theatre
twice has been designated the ﬁnest concert venue in the world. Megan reports
from there that she is carefully conserving her voice for each performance.

Fortunate for the Broadway production, the Disney Company
provided the lavishly restored New Amsterdam with its gold leaf
burnished to perfection and the entire ediﬁce totally enhanced to
return it to its glory days with multimillions of dollars spent in
restoration. Just inside the entrance on the right are two huge
portraits of Oklahoma musical theatre symbols from the theatre’s
illustrious past—Will Rogers from Claremore and Doris Travis Eaton
from Norman, who at 106 lived to be the oldest Ziegfeld girl who
starred there.
Now the most lavish of the Broadway sites, The New Amsterdam is
where Megan performed the last two years as Winifred, the young
mother of the P. J. Travers’ Banks family that employs the world’s
most famous nanny.

Miss Oklahoma 1961

Over the recent holiday season Megan ﬁrst starred in the
meticulously recreated and costly tour-packaged “Mary Poppins” in
Canada, where the show opened to huge popular and critical
response. In Toronto the show broke box ofﬁce records with its
walloping early $2M take in ticket sales.
Megan Osterhaus’s personal story of her Oklahoma background as
she continues her performing arts destiny as a musical theatre
ambassador who is taking the lavish Walt Disney-Cameron
Macintosh musical to international heights is equally as aweinspiring.
I was able to catch Megan on a brief vacation at home between
tour dates and was invited to a family dinner. I have been a close
friend of her parents, Kay Creed Osterhaus and Carveth Osterhaus,
ever since I arrived in Oklahoma City a number of years ago, so they
allowed me to recount the story of their heart-warming, indeed
mystical, life together.
When I arrived at Oklahoma City University to chair the English
and Comparative Literature Department, from 1958-1962, the
institution was on a roll. Long known for its outstanding Music
Department, the new President, Jack Wilkes, only forty-two at the
time, had lately received the blessing from then Senator Robert S.
Kerr, the Kerr of Kerr-McGee, to inaugurate “The Great Plan,” a vision
of the University as a place to develop outstanding scientists and to
set up a heavily science-based curriculum and recruit young faculty.
The thought was that the future space program might well be based
in Oklahoma with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology acting
as an advisory partner. “The Great Plan” was even hailed on NBC’s
“Today Show.”
While that plan truly was heading south when the Space Station
was located elsewhere in Houston and Florida, the ﬁrst of OCU’S
talented and beautiful award-winning young ladies from the Music
School was beginning to be celebrated nationally: Her name, Kay
Creed, her voice, looks, and sophistication unforgettable. As the
1961 “Miss Oklahoma” in the “Miss America” contest the
impression Kay left gave every indication of her future success.
Kay’s attractive ball gown picture holding an armful of ﬂowers was
taken at the Oklahoma ceremony.
met Kay when she was a junior studying in a humanities class I
taught. While Kay was an opera student being coached by the
well established, widely recognized professor of voice at OCU, Inez
Silberg, Kay’s boyfriend, Carveth, whom I met at the same time, was
equally adept from studying his art—tap dancing—taught by the
two nationally known dance teachers in Oklahoma City—Gene
Stockwell and Bill Graham—whose students became some of those
Hollywood ﬁlm dancers you still see on TCM.
From the time he was a teenager, Carveth was in demand for
dance shows, sometimes costumed as he is here in a white tails
outﬁt. Locally, he was featured on Anita Bryant’s TV show when she
too was a teenager. At OCU Carveth was recently free from military
service after serving in the Navy on a ship under Admiral John

I
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Kirkpatrick’s command. When John
Kirkpatrick returned to OKC and civilian life
with his oil company and other business
interests he continually backed Kay’s career
in opera.
Clearly in love, Kay and Carveth are
pictured elegantly dressed in ‘60s attire on
the day of their elopement. With graduation
from OCU behind them and Kay’s
scholarship and awards money, the couple
headed for the bright lights of New York City,
where she would resume her operatic
studies with noted coach Estelle Liebling,
and where Carveth could continue his dance

and directorial career.
By 1965 Kay was a star at the New York
City Opera, experiencing sixteen opera
seasons during eight years there alongside
the phenomenal Beverly Sills. Her other
singing engagements in the off-seasons
took her to internationally famous opera
houses around the world, and she sang in
productions with all three of the world’s
great tenors—Luciano Pavorotti, Jose
Carreras, and Placido Domingo.
Carveth continued to hone his talents in
musical comedy, and he and Kay managed
to have the perfectly balanced marriage

Carveth in white tails

with falls, winters and springs in New York
City and summers at the New Brunswick
Music Theatre (now The Maine State Music
Theatre), where Carveth served as a director
and excelled in musical comedy roles. He is
pictured in costume in the lead role in the
perennially popular musical comedy farce
“Where’s Charley?” with the late Bob Burrus,
another OCU graduate, who later starred
many years at the incomparable Actor’s
Theatre Company in Louisville, Kentucky.
n the Big Apple Kay and Carveth
remained at the peak of their separate
talents, while taking in all the productions
they could manage and continually training
and forging ahead. They were frequently
together with our mutual friend, Tamara
Long, who was in my freshman English
class when Kay was in the junior humanities
class. Tamara quickly became a musical
theatre star during the summer after her
OCU graduation when she was discovered
along with Bernadette Peters in an OffBroadway production of “Dames at Sea.”
Tamara is pictured with Carveth discussing
a show when they were at OCU.
By 1974 with over ten years under their
belts in the capital of show business and
numerous production experiences behind

I

Kay and Carveth on the day of their elopement
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Carveth and Tamara Long at OCU

them, Carveth and Kay were ready for the one
big event that had passed them by. They very
much wanted a baby and to return to OKC to
teach and share their all too rare experiences,
so they applied to Catholic Charities in New
York to adopt.
The baby girl pictured in the adoption photo
with her new mom and dad, who a generation
later was to become an international show
business star herself, had been placed up for
adoption to a loving family by her sixteenyear-old mother who had no means to care for
her.
As a baby, Megan hardly ever cried and
appeared to be totally comfortable with her adoring parents from
day one. This quiet mutual affection led Megan’s adoptive aunt,
Tamara Long, to maintain that Megan clearly had chosen her future
parents from ‘the other side’ because the connection was so
obvious.
In Oklahoma City in one of the most beautiful older sections, near
First Christian Church and across from a spacious park, Megan
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thrived as an active, sports-minded little girl,
while her parents taught in the Music School at
OCU, and directed and produced seasons of
shows and then headed for Maine and the
summer theatre there.
At Bishop McGuiness High School Megan
excelled in sports, setting track records, bursting
with energy and stamina, and taking on
basketball until she sprained an ankle badly. At
McGuiness Megan also evinced her ﬁrst interest
in show business, particularly in dance, while she
studied with CeeCee Farha. Once in a while Kay
and Carveth would plug her into parts in college
musicals such as “Pirates of Penance” when one
of their students suddenly had to drop out because of illness.
Although Megan appeared to be a natural talent, her parents were
determined not to push her. Her decisions must be her own. It was
during the late ‘80s when Tamara Long determined to leave
Broadway and touring with Carol Channing and others to start the
new musical theatre program at the University of Central Oklahoma.
When Tamara offered Megan a music scholarship to join the new

Next Megan was chosen for a lead
role in a national tour of “Mama
Mia.” She met her future
husband, Christopher
Bolan, also cast in a lead
role in the musical then.
During the run in Tulsa I
was able to see the
happy and enduring
show and to meet
Chris. They make an
especially handsome
couple.
Their full length
and close up
wedding pictures
were taken after
the ceremony
held in Vermont
during the summer after the tour
closed and before Megan’s settling
into her Broadway role in “Mama

department, Megan accepted.
By that time I was serving as Dean of the
Liberal Arts College at UCO, at which music
was one of the twelve majors, and Carveth
and Kay had joined our faculty.
Throughout her college career Megan
appeared in numerous and varied dance and
music theatre productions, and she
accepted summer roles with Lyric Theatre
and The Music Theatre of Wichita, all
capped during her senior year with her star
turn as Gypsy Rose Lee in the musical
“Gypsy,” composed by Stephen Sondheim
and created in its full force by Julie Styne,
one of Tamara Long’s Broadway mentors.
Since her UCO graduation in 1998, Megan
has blazed her own trail with immediate
employment in the extensive U. S. and
Canadian tours of “Joseph and His Amazing
Technicolor Dream Coat” as the Narrator,
with Donny Osmond as Joseph. For nine
months Megan introduced the lead female
role in the musical “Martin Guerre” in
Canada. She also starred as Millie in The
Music Theatre of Wichita’s production of
“Thoroughly Modern Millie.”

Mia” for the two years prior to her opening
on Broadway in “Mary Poppins.”
Following in her parents’ footsteps, Megan
and Chris, a former Canadian
child star, who
began his
professional career in
“Peter Pan” at
fourteen, have settled
into a NYC apartment
not far from where her
parents lived in the
Empire Hotel during their
formative years there.
Chris recently completed
his M. A. in acting at NYU
and is currently involved in
independent productions
while Megan ﬂies high with
that umbrella and satchel until
the current Mexico City production ends, and
she returns to her role on Broadway. n

Carveth in costume in the lead role in the
musical comedy farce “Where’s Charley?”
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Top: OKC MOA under construction. Below: The first people into the OKCMOA Lobby
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OKCMOA,
CELEBRATING A
DECADE DOWNTOWN

March 16–18, 2012,
will be a weekend for all to enjoy
en years ago, on March 16, 2002, the Oklahoma
City Museum of Art opened in the Donald W.
Reynolds Visual Arts Center. Visitors arrived long
before the doors opened, lines wrapped around the
block, and the new museum and its first exhibition, Dale
Chihuly: An Inaugural Exhibition, received enthusiastic public
support. Believe it or not, it’s already been a decade since the
Oklahoma City Museum of Art welcomed its first guests to the
downtown Donald W. Reynolds Visual Arts Center, and the
Museum is excited to say thank you to the community whose
support paved the way for its many successes.
FEBRUARY/MARCH ionOklahoma 19

To celebrate the Oklahoma City Museum of
Art’s 10th anniversary downtown, the
Museum will coordinate a selection of
unique programs that highlight successes
over the years. This begins with spring break
art camps serving children, ages 5 to 13,
from Oklahoma City public schools, March
13–16, 2012. Camps will culminate on
March 16, 2012, with a screening of video
production student work along with a festive
art show and reception for campers, their
families, and the public.
For the main 10th anniversary event, the
Museum will offer three days of free
admission, March 16–18, 2012, with funds
provided by the Oklahoma City Community
Foundation and Oklahoma Natural Gas, a
division of ONEOK. Additionally, the ﬁlm
program will present ﬁve free screenings in
the Noble Theater. These include classic
movies from the Museum’s permanent ﬁlm
20 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH

collection and two live, interactive shows
with comedy and audience participation.
The Museum’s 10th Anniversary
Celebration is an opportunity to say thank
you to Oklahoma City for its support over the
last ten years. This celebration will continue
throughout 2012 with special events and
exhibitions, including ILLUMINATIONS:
Rediscovering the Art of Dale Chihuly,
Chihuly: Northwest, and the Museumorganized, 10th anniversary exhibition,
FUSION [A New Century of Glass]. On view
June 14 through September 9, 2012, FUSION
will feature glass sculptures and
installations from the twenty-ﬁrst century
that embrace the diversity and depth of the
human experience. The exhibition is
cocurated by the Museum’s Curator of
Collections Alison Amick and Associate
Curator Jennifer Klos.

10th Anniversary Events are
generously funded by our
Annual Sponsors and:
Love’s Travel Stops & Country Stores
Oklahoma City Community
Foundation
Oklahoma City Convention &
Visitors Bureau
Frankfurt Short Bruza Associates
UMB Bank, Oklahoma City
Inasmuch Foundation
Oklahoma Natural Gas, A Division
of ONEOK, Inc.

10th Anniversary Events

12:15-12:45pm Magic show by Jim Green in the Theater Lobby
1:00pm Julie Heffernan Gallery talk with curator Jennifer Klos

Friday, March 16, 2012

2:00-2:40pm Sugar Free AllStars perform in the Theater

Free admission 10 am-5:00pm

3:00pm Spaghetti Eddie! performs in the Theater

5:30pm FREE ﬁlm screening – The Twilight Zone triple header

4:00-4:40pm Sugar Free AllStars perform in the Theater

8pm FREE ﬁlm screening – Young Frankenstein

5:30pm FREE ﬁlm screening – “Casablanca”

Saturday, March 17, 2012
Free admission 10:00a-5:00p
All day (10:00-5:00) activities include:

8:00pm FREE ﬁlm screening – “Zardoz” featuring humorous
commentary

Sunday, March 18, 2012

Hands-on Art-Making, Classrooms A & B

Free admission Noon-5pm

Face Painting in Classroom C

All day activities include:

Story Times with the Metropolitan Library System, Mezzanine

Hands-on Art-Making, Classrooms A & B

Instrument playground provided by the OKC Philharmonic and OK
Orchestra League

Face Painting in Classroom C
Docents on hand in the galleries to answer questions

Docents on hand in the galleries to answer questions

Noon-2pm Lawrence Grech Clown (roaming)

10:30 a.m. Oklahoma City Philharmonic/Go For Baroque
performance in the Theater

Noon Chihuly gallery talk with curator Alison Amick

10:30-11:00am Magic show by Jim Green in the Theater Lobby

12:30pm FREE ﬁlm screening – Grease sing-along

11:00am Princely Treasures Gallery talk with curator Jennifer Klos

3pm 2nd ﬂoor permanent collection gallery talk
with curator Alison Amick

11:30am-12:00pm Magic show by Jim Green in the Theater Lobby

3pm FREE ﬁlm screening – Grease sing-along

12:00-12:45pm Balcum Rancum Puppetry in the Theater

3:30-4:30pm OKC Thunder’s RUMBLE will visit
FEBRUARY/MARCH ionOklahoma 21

Holmes P. Tuttle,
Car Dealer and Statesman
[1906-1989]

PEOPLE

Tuttle city photos by Toney Hendley-Dake

BY DON BREWINGTON

southwest suburb of
Oklahoma City, the city of
Tuttle was originally
developed as a farming and
ranching community. The town was
platted in 1901 on Chickasaw land
purchased from the Colbert Family. The
town is named after local rancher James
H. Tuttle, a Choctaw by marriage.
Many are not familiar with Holmes Tuttle, Tuttle native and
the son of the city’s founding father, James H. Tuttle. Holmes
has become an enigmatic ﬁgure of Oklahoma history as a
successful car salesman and political ﬁgure. Holmes Tuttle
was also of Chickasaw Nation blood line from his mother,
Carrie M. Nee Campbell. Holmes Tuttle was a member of the
Chickasaw tribe by marriage.
26 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH

Early life and career
Holmes started his automotive career by going to work at the
Ford Parts facility in Oklahoma City in 1923 at the age of 17,
although Ford had a policy not hiring anyone under 21 years of
age. Tuttle, who was over 6 foot tall, was referred for the job by a
banker who knew Tuttle’s father. He traveled west to California at
the age of 23 by hopping a freight train to Los Angeles. Holmes
was employed by Ford Motor Company– his ﬁrst job in California
was a parts manager.
Tuttle opened his ﬁrst dealership, Holmes Tuttle, Inc., in 1945.
This business was very successful and evolved into 14 dealerships
in both California and Arizona. One of Mr. Tuttle’s dealerships
was offered a national distributorship by a European manufacturer.
Tuttle turned it down. Although he had lost a million dollars in the
1940s as a Ford distributor, he stated “...if our returning GIs
wouldn’t buy a car built by our English allies, then they certainly
won’t buy a car built in Germany called a Volkswagen.”
In the mid-1950s Ford Motor Co., asked Holmes Tuttle to talk to

a dealer in Tucson, AZ who was ill and
needed to sell his Ford store. After meeting
for about 15 minutes Tuttle agreed to buy
Monte Mansﬁeld Ford. Today, over 50 years
later this dealership is still Holmes Tuttle
Ford and is striving under leadership of
grand-Nephew Jim Click and son Bob Tuttle.

Political Involvement
Holmes Tuttle never held any ofﬁce but he
was very involved in political affairs of the
times. His involvement began in 1952 as he
campaigned for Eisenhower. He later campaigned for Richard Nixon, Goldwater and
Gerald Ford. Holmes was a delegate to every
Republican Convention from 1960 to 1984.
Tuttle also led a group of California
businessmen as they encouraged movie
actor Ronald Reagan to run for Governor of
California in 1966- his reasoning was,
“Would you rather vote for a candidate who
has spent his life in politics, has never really
worked for a living, or created jobs in the
private sector while clawing his way to the
top and who is beholden to many other
politicians for his success in Washington?
Or would you rather have a candidate who is
backed by very successful capitalists who
have created dozens of companies and tens
of thousands of jobs, people who know what
it takes to attain success within our
system?”
Mr. Tuttle was a longtime member of a
group known as Mr. Reagan’s “kitchen

Above: Holmes Tuttle with President Reagan
Right: Robert Holmes Tuttle, United States
Ambassador

cabinet,’’ who maintained a strong voice on
issues affecting Mr. Reagan well into his
second term as President. He was also a
major fund-raiser for Mr. Reagan’s
campaigns. When Reagan was sworn in as
president in 1981, Tuttle and fellow
businessman Justin Dart sat down with the
President and gave their impression of the
budget. They have gone on record to say
they advised the President to “cut, cut and
then cut some more.” Tuttle also assisted in
screening people for cabinet positions for
the Reagan administration.
Mr. Tuttle, who never held public ofﬁce,
was among a group of friends who bought
the house in the Bel Air section of Los
Angeles where the Reagans moved after
they left the White House. Reagan lived in
this same house when he passed away.

Notable Family Members
Tuttle passed away in Montecito,
Califormia in 1989 at the age of 83. He left
a legacy in both business and blood. Robert

Tuttle, Holmes Tuttle’s son, served as
Ambassador to England under Bush. Tuttle’s
Grand-Nephew is Jim Click, one of biggest
car dealers in Arizona who also played
football for Oklahoma State University in
1965-66-67. Jim was a stellar athlete and
scholar.

About Tuttle
Tuttle, Oklahoma a rapidly growing city
not far from the Oklahoma City Metro area.
Tuttle is a city that actively supports their
“Tuttle Tigers” in and out of the classroom.
73% of graduating students continue on to
college. Tuttle residents enjoy a high
standard of living which is reﬂected in the
53% increase in residential growth since
1990. Tuttle is home to Alfred P. Murrah,
Jason White, the 2003 Heisman Trophy
Winner, Tiger Safari, Oklahoma’s walk-thru
exotic wildlife educational zoological facility,
Braum’s Dairy and the annual Ice Cream
Festival.
n
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experience life in grand style

RELAX IN STYLE IN ONE OF OUR 225 SLEEK GUEST ROOMS & ROTUNDA SUITES, FEATURING LUXURIOUS HILTON SERENITY® BEDDING.
PLAY IN STYLE IN OUR STATE-OF-THE-ART POOL & HEALTH CLUB. • WORK IN STYLE IN ONE OF OUR HIGH-TECH, DISTINCTIVE BOARDROOM SUITES.
ENTERTAIN IN STYLE AT A FABULOUS, FLAWLESS EVENT HOSTED IN ONE OF OUR FOUR ELEGANT GRAND BALLROOMS.

PEOPLE

THE SCIENCE
of Spencer Stone
BY MITCHELL BURNS
really is a science,” said Spencer Stone in
talking about choosing what
to wear. Spencer Stone, the
owner and founder of
Spencer Stone Co. believes that clothing
is more than just something to wear.
During my informal discussion with
Spencer Stone, he said that, “Clothing
stimulates emotion in those around us,
whether it is in a business setting or a
courtship.” This mentality and his belief
in the influence of clothing has followed him
throughout his many years in fashion.

Before Spencer Stone started his own company, he worked in
costume departments for major studios in
Beverly Hills. He provided clothing for feature
ﬁlms as well as for television. Stone was the
man who decided what clothes the actors would
wear on screen. Stone said, “We would decide
who wears what, and help create the mood for
the characters… kind of like the idea of the
good cowboy wearing the white hat and the bad
cowboy wearing the black hat.” It was his love
for clothing brought him from Beverly Hills back
to his hometown, Oklahoma City.
Spencer was born and raised in Oklahoma. He is a graduate of
FEBRUARY/MARCH ionOklahoma 29

Bishop McGuinness Catholic High school
and attended The University of Oklahoma
for 6 years. He completed his Bachelors
degree in science and business at
Oklahoma City University. Stone’s store
opened in the fall of 2003 after he
returned from California. “I wanted to
share my knowledge of the emotional
impact clothing can have when used as a
tool.” He accredits his early success to
the, “support of the Nichols Hills
community” as well as his friends and
family. Stone says the hardest part in
starting his own business was working
closely with his wife. He said they’re like
“oil and water,” but it works.

I wanted to share my
knowledge of the emotional
impact clothing can have
when used as a tool.”

“
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— Spencer Stone

Stone’s philosophy toward clothing is
not based on the top brands, but what he
feels represents, “the Spencer Stone Co.
aesthetic.” One of Stone’s priorities is to
carry clothing that can only be purchased
exclusively at his store. His lines reﬂect
what he believes to be cutting edge in the
world of men’s fashion. This individual
idea of what is fashionable sets Spencer
Stone Co. apart from the other men’s
stores in Oklahoma. His line is what
fashion-conscious males have been
looking for, and appeals to a “younger
minded consumer, regardless of age.”
Spencer’s latest feat is the launch of his
new, “classically inspired,” label. Stone’s

label, Spencer Stone, reﬂects what he thinks
is at the forefront in the fashion world. It
includes everything from socks to sweaters,
including suits and sport coats. Spencer
says that the positive response he has
received about his label has been the most
exciting part of his business.
Stone’s store isn’t the only priority in his
life. Spencer has a wonderful family with
wife, Hillarie and their three sons. He is
family man and loves to give back to the
community. He has been involved with Allied
Arts and the Integris Young Philanthropist
program. Spencer has also been a
benefactor to both Christ the King Catholic
School and Bishop McGuinness. He

His line is what fashionconscious males have been
looking for, and appeals to a
“younger minded consumer,
regardless of age.”

loves the easygoing aspect of Oklahoma and
enjoys the many restaurants that the city
has to offer. He says some of his favorite
restaurants include, Michael’s Grill,
Deepfork, and Cheevers. Although what he
craves most is Vietnamese restaurant Pho
Lien Hoa.
Spencer knows that clothing is an
important piece to putting together the total
package. Clothing is a reﬂection of
personality. His belief in the “science” of
clothing allows him to dress his customers
to best display their personalities. Stone
says, “Our clothing answers questions about
us before we even say a word.” n

Stone’s son.
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Brings Experiences
with Sound Concert
to Oklahomans

s people fill Civic Center Music
Hall for the final concert of
Canterbury Choral Society’s
2011-2012 season, the space is
going to be noticeably different from
previous concerts. It’s only appropriate
that this is the season-ender- it is sure to
leave a lasting impression on guests.
Oklahomans will have the unique
opportunity to experience sound. The
145-voice volunteer chorus along with
guest artists that include the Oklahoma
City Philharmonic and world-renowned,
Julliard- trained pianist Valerie Zamora
will be featured at this concert.
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Upon entering the performance hall,
guests will notice a large screen hanging
from above the stage. In addition to a
complete lighting and media design in the
Civic Center, this “Multi-Sensory
Experience” allows audience members to
experience music and sound like never
before in Oklahoma City. “Lightscape”
around the theatre and LED lighting and
projection systems will combine to provide
educational moments along with physical
representation of the music and sound
concepts.
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Through ambassador testimony presented
by concert partner, Swiss-based hearing
organization Phonak, concert guests will see
familiar faces of celebrities, offering words
of encouragement, belief and understanding
of hearing and the importance it plays in our
world.
“With the strategic partnerships of
Phonak , Cory’s AV, Science Museum
Oklahoma and other local hearing
organizations,” said Dr. Kay Holt, Canterbury
Choral Society’s executive director, “I hope
that people walk away from the experience

with a newfound awareness of the
importance of their own hearing and the
music around them.”
The concert celebrates music composed or
performed by those who have experienced
hearing loss. Interactive activities start for
attendees the moment they walk into Civic
Center and will continue through the entire
concert. Patrons can check out a custom
exhibit from the Science Museum as well as
receive a variety of information while in the
lobby and learn about early detection and
treatment of hearing loss.

“Thus we move in this world. One in body and soul, though
outwardly separate in form.” These lyrics conclude Canterbury’s
concert with a message of hope and celebration of sound. Voices of
Light composed by Stephen Paulus will bring a close to Canterbury’s
season. Paulus’ compositions have been featured on past
Canterbury concerts including a special piece commissioned for the
Centennial Year. The work features the beauty of sound and text
harnessed by the composer.
“The planning that has gone into the making of this concert is
unlike any other concert in the history of Canterbury,” said Randi
Von Ellefson, Canterbury Choral Society’s artistic director. “This
concert will celebrate music in all of its forms- creation, vibration,
acoustics. This concert is about more than just the pieces we

perform. It’s about informing people of the importance hearing plays
in appreciating the art of music.”
For more information or to purchase tickets, call 405-232-SING or
visit http://www.canterburyokc.com. To learn more about Phonak’s
Hear the World campaign, visit http://www.hear-theworld.com/en/about-hear-the-world.html.
Now in its 43rd season, Canterbury Choral Society has been
encouraging the development of the arts through its multiple music
education programs and attracting world-renowned performers to
come and share their talents in Oklahoma City. For more
information on Canterbury or to purchase tickets, visit
www.canterburyokc.com or call 405-232-SING. Also, don’t forget to
n
follow Canterbury Choral Society on Facebook!
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Rip Esselstyn, author of The Engine 2 Diet
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HEALTH

Take the Challenge to a
Healthier You in 28 Days

any Oklahomans start the
New Year with a plan for a
healthier lifestyle. To
achieve personal health and
wellness goals, over 700 Oklahoma City
residents are taking part in the 28 Day
Healthy Eating Challenge hosted by
Whole Foods Market. The Healthy Eating
Challenge is a way for people to change
the way they eat and feel the results.
The Challenge incorporates the four pillars of healthy
eating through the Health Starts Here program: plant-strong
foods, healthy fats, nutrient dense options, and whole,
unprocessed foods. For the duration of the Challenge,
participants can receive recipes, meal plans, and support
through meetings and events. These events and activities are
a forum to get specific information about the Challenge and
also to exchange ideas, recipes, and tips.
Many people find it difficult to imagine cooking without
adding oils, sweeteners, or salt. However, there are numerous
replacements that make it possible to prepare delicious

meals while staying within the guidelines of the Health Starts
Here program.
To add sweetness, dried fruits are an excellent option. Dried
cranberries or currants can sweeten a bowl of breakfast
barley or add more texture to a leafy green salad. Coconut
water can also add natural sweetness to a dish, and fresh
fruit juices are an excellent way to add extra zest to recipes.
To achieve a savory flavor without adding salt, spices are
the way to go. Many dishes that typically are prepared with
salt can get a boost from fresh herbs such as rosemary or
basil. Low sodium vegetable broth is also a great substitute
to add flavor without adding salt or oils. Balsamic vinegar or
lemon juice mixed with chopped garlic can dress a salad
quickly & without empty calories.
To add a spicy kick to Health Starts Here recipes, cumin
and cardamom are sure-fire ingredients to heat up dishes.
Chili peppers, ranging from mild bell peppers to spicy
jalapenos, are another way to pack in more flavor.
Most people find that it’s easiest to stick to the Challenge
by planning meals ahead of time. This ensures that there is
always an easy meal or snack available. There are numerous
Health Starts Here recipes available online, and meal plans
can simplify weekly planning.
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/healthstartshere/
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A ﬁlling, nutritious Black Bean & Rice Extravaganza meal can be
created with black beans, brown rice, bell peppers, tomatoes, and
chunks of avocado.
This recipe is from Rip Esselstyn’s book The Engine 2 Diet.

Black Bean & Rice Extravaganza
Ingredients
2 cans no-salt-added black beans, rinsed and drained
1 to 1 1/2 cups water or reduced-sodium vegetable broth
1 tablespoon liquid aminos
1 teaspoon salt-free chili powder
2 to 3 tomatoes, chopped
1 bunch green onions, chopped
1 can water chestnuts, drained
1 cup corn, fresh, frozen, or canned
2 bell peppers, any color, seeded and chopped
1 bunch cilantro, rinsed and chopped
1 avocado, peeled and sliced
3 cups cooked brown rice
Salsa or tamari to taste
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Method
Heat the beans with water or broth, liquid aminos and chili powder.
Place the chopped vegetables and cilantro in individual bowls. To
serve, place several big spoonfuls of brown rice onto large plates
and ladle beans on top. Add generous handfuls of chopped
vegetables, cilantro, and avocado on top of the beans. Add salsa or
tamari to taste.
A common misconception is that healthy recipes are bland, but with
the right spices & seasonings, you’ll get nutritious dishes that are
full of ﬂavor! This spinach dip combines healthy fats (from
avocadoes) with fresh vegetables and gets its creamy texture from
almond milk.
Served with carrots and celery sticks, this appetizer will please even
the pickiest guests at your party.

Creamy Spinach Dip
Method
Ingredients
2 fresh jalapeño peppers, chopped (seeds removed, if desired)
1 yellow onion, chopped
1 1/2 cups 365 Everyday Value® Organic Unsweetened Almond milk
1/4 cup lemon juice
1/4 cup nutritional yeast
3 cups cooked no-salt-added cannellini beans
(or 2 15-ounce cans)
1 avocado
1 (16-ounce) package frozen 365 Everyday Value® Chopped Spinach,
prepared and squeezed to remove excess liquid

Cook peppers and onion in a large dry skillet over medium heat until
browned and softened, 8 to 10 minutes. Add almond milk and
simmer, scraping up any browned bits, for 2 minutes more. Carefully
transfer contents of skillet to a food processor along with lemon
juice, yeast, beans and avocado and purée until smooth. Stir in
spinach and serve warm or at room temperature. (To heat dip,
spread in an 8-inch baking dish and bake in a 350°F oven until hot
throughout, 25 to 30 minutes.):
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BOOKS

Shannon Forth Davies,
attorney, author, and
all around family-woman
BY ADRIANNE COVINGTON GRAHAM

ave you ever met someone and knew instantly that
you wanted to know more about that person?
That’s the vibe I received the moment I met
Shannon F. Davies in her Edmond law office.
Shannon is a partner in the firm Lester Loving & Davies, mom
to three children, and a wife. Shannon’s most recent addition
to her list of titles and accomplishments is “author.” She
recently self-published a drama titled “Hunting License” and
is working on the sequel to the novel. I sat down with Shannon
to find out how she juggles her law career, family and now her
own publishing company while still maintaining her sanity.

H
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Ion: Tell me your thoughts on work/life
balance? It’s an individual decision,
but we want to know how you manage
the many successes in your life.
SFD: For most of my life I feel like I’ve had
more energy than most people and
that has certainly helped me
accomplish so much. I’m not quite as
energetic as I used to be but I don’t
know if work/life balance is real. I’m
not sure you can have what everyone
perceives as the “bah hala” of
work/life balance. However, I choose to
do things that bring me joy. My
children and my husband, we are very
happy. It’s easy for me and it brings
me joy. It’s a responsibility to be a
lawyer but at the end of the day I know
I’ve done something valuable for
someone else. The writing is my down
time. It is relaxing for me and allows
me to spend time with my characters. I
write when I have time and when I feel
it’s time to write. I do what I need to do
now and I do stuff that makes me
happy as I can and it’s a good balance
for me.

Shannon with law partner Andy Lester

a book pops up and demand you to
stop what you are doing to write it
down?
SFD: I stay very focused on whatever it is
I’m working on at the moment. If I’m in
the middle of an intense case, then
I’m focused on that task. I write to
relax, so when I’m ﬁnished for the day,
it’s very common for a character to pop
into my head and allow me to work
with them and write their story.

Ion: If you’re in the middle of working on
your next project, do your children
understand that you are in the middle
of something and not to bother you?

Ion: Do your characters come from a place
in your childhood?

SFD: My oldest daughter is 18 and is
working on her ﬁrst novel. My younger
two are actor/singers and they are
always creating as well. It’s not an
issue of them interrupting; it’s more of
a collaborative group of artists in our
family. All the while my husband is
building spreadsheets!

SFD: My characters come from my
experiences. Creatively I see things
very clearly. I’m also a painter so when
I see something I know exactly what I
want. If I see someone walking down
the street with a special trait, I will
store that information and bring them
back if it ﬁts.

Ion: Do you ﬁnd yourself in the middle of
something and a character or idea for

Ion: Are the names of the characters in your
book important?

SFD: Oh my goodness, I’m so glad you
asked. I’m all about names and they
have an aura about them. I can hear a
name and have an idea of who that
character is. Simms name is
important to me, her full name is
Simms Imogene Margaret Mitchell. My
grandmother had a friend who was a
Southern Bell of the same name.
Simms is also a Southern Bell but tries
not to be and tries to be grittier and go
her own way. Simms and her family
came from money and I wrote, “I grew
up on football and fried chicken and
never leave the house without my
lipstick and mascara.” From that
statement, Simms was created.
Any time you hear a strong male name,
John or Jack, they are identiﬁable, not
unusual. Jack is a character in the
book that is strong, handsome and
tough. Ethan is an FBI character in the
book that is tightly coiled, tough, gritty
and a little scarred, which is slightly
off for the name. The “bad guy” in the
book is named Robert Black – sorry to
anyone named Robert!
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Ion: Simms is a Southern Bell and you refer
to being from Oklahoma as being from
the South. Some people refer to
Oklahoma as the Midwest, while
others say it’s more Southwest. Did you
contemplate that issue when writing
the book?
SFD: You know when you’re writing they say
to “hang a lantern on things that may
be a problem in your book.” You
recognize that people feel
Southwestern and other feels
Southern. I struggled with that and my
family feels Southern so that’s the
direction I went in the book. My
grandmothers were certainly Southern
and my husband’s family is from
Alabama and transplanted to
Oklahoma. We are certainly southern
and I wrote what felt right and
comfortable to me.
Ion: How long did the entire book writing
process take?
SFD: It takes forever. I had help from
editors but I created my own
publishing ﬁrm. The standard model is
to write your book, go to conferences,
meet agents, write query letters and
hope they are interested in your book.

I’ve learned in today’s publishing
markets, agents are closing their
doors and doing their own thing. In the
old publishing world, the company
would publish your book and do all of
the marketing for your book. That
doesn’t happen unless you’re John
Grisham. I thought that if I have to do
it all myself, I might as well create my
own publishing company. AND Penny
Marshall published her book on
Amazon.com and I thought that was a
great route for me as well.
Ion: Shifting a bit, you have accomplished
a lot. Do you feel like young women
today have positive public role
models?
SFD: Locally, yes. There are a lot of women
locally who are great leaders. Governor
Mary Fallin is an impressive woman,
she is powerful, kind, even-tempered
and thoughtful. All of the things you
want to be as a woman and what can
help you become successful.
Nationally, I’ve never really thought of
it but outside of the entertainment
industry, there is a lot of work we can
do there. You don’t see many women
who are publicly becoming CEOs and I

think there is deﬁnitely room for
growth.
Ion: There are several television shows
geared toward an audience of teenage
girls and the female characters can be
extremely mean to each other to get
what they want. Do you feel like to be a
successful female that you have to be
a “mean girl” to get ahead and
become successful?
SFD: No. No. NO. That’s the wrong way to
do it and completely unnecessary. Just
be competent at what you are trying to
do, study and learn as much as you
can, don’t say anything if you can’t
say something positive. Learn that
kindness is more important than
anything else. Don’t be a wet blanket
and stand up for yourself, which is
completely opposite of being mean
and horrible. I was raised to be a good
thinker and a good listener. If you
really connect with the other person’s
message, you can make an informed
decision on your next step. Being mean
and rude is actually counter-intuitive
and will make it harder to move
forward and succeed.
It was a great pleasure to have the
opportunity to sit down with Shannon Forth
Davies to learn more about her life as a
successful author, mother, attorney and
wife. While her accomplishments are
extraordinary, she is just beginning and has
so much to contribute to our state and the
literary world.
Shannon’s book, “Hunting License” is
n
currently available at Amazon.

Shannon with Oklahoma Corporation
Commissioner Patrice Douglas
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Sweet treats go
at Green Goodies
by Tiffany
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DINING

BY MARYANN MARTIN

Y

our sweet tooth can also be
“green” at one of the newest
additions to Classen Curve in
Oklahoma City.

Offering cupcakes, cookies, frozen yogurt,
a full coffee line, and soon more breakfast
items, all baked using organic ingredients
when possible, Green Goodies by Tiffany
originally opened on Western Avenue in
2009 and moved to its new location in
Classen Curve in December 2011.
“We make everything from scratch,” owner Tiffany
Magness said. “We use as many fresh, natural, and
organic ingredients as we can.”
Magness’ treats are baked in small batches every
day using the recipes she personally developed. What
sets Green Goodies apart from the other bakeries and
cupcake shops around town, however, are the vegan
and gluten-free items on the menu.
“That’s the best thing about Green Goodies,”
regular customer Keri Salas said. “Tiffany has put a
tremendous amount of energy into educating (herself)
and testing items that vegans and gluten-free
individuals can eat. However, someone without those
dietary speciﬁc standards will still love the taste of
the cupcakes.”
vndeed, a friend’s recommendation convinced
Salas to try Green Goodies.
“A friend who does not practice gluten-free eating
raved to me about Tiffany’s shop,” Salas said.
“Tiffany...has taken the time and sincere concern to
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be inclusive so that almost everyone can enjoy her creations. My
very picky husband loves any variety she bakes.”
Salas said that after hearing about a child who could not eat
red velvet cake because of an allergy to red dyes, Magness
researched and found that beet juice could substitute as the dye
and the sweetener in order to make a cupcake the child could eat.
“I think the customers of Green Goodies should know that
Tiffany doesn’t really publicize all the extra effort she puts into
her products,” Salas wrote. “I know from personal experience that
Tiffany will ﬁgure out a way to make sure almost anyone can be
accommodated because she cares so much.”
Words like “gluten-free” and “vegan” are still relatively new to
Oklahoma City, even after the recent opening of Whole Foods
Market. To be gluten-free or vegan, changes have to be made in a
food’s ingredients. But Magness says people are starting to learn
the beneﬁts of eating this way.
“I think in ﬁve years, it’s going to look a lot different,” Magness
said. “Having a Whole Foods in the city will change people and
the way they think. I feel like what they have to offer is like
nothing else in the regular grocery stores. I think the more people
see it the more they’ll try it.”
For many, eating gluten-free is a health requirement and
individuals with celiac disease, for instance, require a diet free of
all forms wheat and related grains. Vegan cooking is free from
animal products. Although many people do not know how this
effects cooking or the ﬂavor of food, for Magness, it was a matter
of experimenting and testing her recipes.
“Vegan cooking isn’t as difﬁcult as gluten-free,” she said. She
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uses organic soy instead of dairy in her vegan recipes.
“A good ﬂour mix with gluten-free is the tricky part,”
Magness said. “You’re just working with different ﬂour.”
Salas said Magness extensively tests her recipes, whether
they’re organic, vegan, or gluten-free.
“She tests and re-tests constantly, trying to get the best
taste out of the cupcakes so that any taste difference between
the regular varieties is minimal,” Salas said.
Magness ﬁrst began tinkering with cake recipes catered to
people with special dietary needs when she found out a child
that would be a guest at her son’s ﬁrst
birthday party had milk and dairy
allergies. After the party, word spread
about Tiffany’s baking.
“I basically got a lot of compliments
and feedback,” Magness said, “and
people started asking for them with the
special requirements. Kinda over time
there was a need for it. There wasn’t a
place in town to order these things.”
As a result, Magness decided to
pursue a store front for her cupcakes. By
her son’s second birthday, Green Goodies
by Tiffany was open and the core recipes
that are the basis for all her cupcakes
were reﬁned.
Since the move to Classen Curve,
Magness no longer does the majority of
the baking. Now, two bakers start
crafting the day’s cupcakes at 6 am
daily, but Magness still oversees the
kitchen as she works primarily in the

front of the store with added staff to
ensure her recipes still meet her high
standards.
With the move, Green Goodies by Tiffany
also added frozen yogurt and a full line of
coffee.
“We really are very proud of our frozen
yogurt,” Magness said. They offer two
machines with four total ﬂavors, one
machine using organic milk yogurt and the
other a vegan option.
Magness’ shop offers cookies in addition
to 13 ﬂavors and two to three additional
special ﬂavors of organic cupcakes, eight
gluten-free varieties, and two to three
vegan cupcakes.
Magness is currently growing their
breakfast business, adding mufﬁns and a
coffee bar to the daily line-up and soon,
an oatmeal bar. She also caters weddings and special events.
Customers hungry for a sweet treat after work can also enjoy Green
Goodies’ happy hour between 5 and 7 pm and get cupcakes for 20
percent off.
Green Goodies by Tiffany is open Monday through Thursday, 9 am to
8 pm, and Friday and Saturday, 9 am to 9 pm. It is located in Classen
Curve, 5840 North Classen Boulevard, Suite 5. The store will have an
updated web site soon that includes a full menu, but for more
information, call 405-842-2288 or go to ww.greengoodiesbytiffany.com.
n
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4415 N. Western Ave.
Monday - Friday 10AM - 6PM
Saturday 10AM - 4PM
www.HeirloomShoe.com
405-605-0356

STYLE

11 Items
You Need to Own in 2012
BY NOSEY PARKER

F

ollowing are 11 pieces you’ve got to get your
hands on. From 24-karat nail color to a modern
twist on the pantsuit, read on for my top picks for
spring 2012:

1. Something Orange
Tangerine is the ofﬁcial shade of the Spring 2012 season
according to several fashion magazines I read. Try on a
citrus-colored coat for major impact, or start small with
an orange carryall or chiffon top.

2. Peplum Skirt
Feminine peplums whittle your waist and
accentuate your curves—what’s not to love?
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3. Gold Nail Polish
Chanel never fails to set trends with their groundbreaking nail
colors. For Pre-Fall 2012, they’re releasing a shimmering golden
shade called Diwali—meaning gilded digits will be huge in the
coming year. In the time being, try this gold from Deborah Lippman.

4. The Little White Dress
LWDs have been sharing the spotlight with LBDs for several
seasons now, a development sure to continue well into 2012. It’s
deﬁnitely time to pick up your ﬁrst—or add another to your closet.

5. Mesh Top
Athletic accents and silhouettes are all over the spring runways. A
mesh tank or tee in a statement shade is an easy way to work the
look into your own wardrobe.
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6. Pastel Blazer

7. Clutch

The popular neons are taking a backseat to rich pastels as we head
into 2012. Slip into a double-breasted or boyfriend-style blazer in
mint green, lemon or cotton candy pink.

A sleek little clutch is perfect for carrying your essentials. And
textural ﬁnishes like rafﬁa or woven leather are particularly ontrend.
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8. Shorts Suit
I know we all can’t wear these .... but, wait, why not? We’ve got legs. The
classic Bianca Jagger-esque pantsuit is getting abbreviated. In pretty
pale hues or bold ﬂorals, a tailored jacket and cropped shorts make a
perfect pairing. I dare you.p

9. Wedges
“In” since the 70’s and modernized with sleek straps and
narrower heels, the stiletto’s comﬁer cousin is having a
moment.

10. Flapper Dress
When stocking your closet with new party dress options
for 2012, look to the Roaring Twenties. Fringed, beaded
and drop-waisted styles will have you channeling Daisy
Buchanan in no time.

11. T-Strap Shoes
Though often understated and most commonly
associated with ‘20s ﬂappers and ballroom dancers, tstrap heels have made one heck of a return to the
limelight this season, via an array of supremely chic
designs. Managing to be sophisticated, ladylike, and sexy
all at the same time, t-strap heels have quickly become a
favorite among designers and the style-minded set, as you
can see from the t-straps featured here from Pink Sugar
Shoe Boutique.

Where to find what you’re looking for:
Anabelle’s Galleria - 2nd & Western, Edmond
Balliet’s - Classen Curve
Closet Moxie - Northpark
Head Over Heels - 2nd & Western, Edmond
Kokopelli - Northpark
Nancy’s at Northpark
On a Whim - Classen Curve
Pink Sugar Shoe Boutique - Spring Creek, Edmond
The Consortium - Casady Square
Polished Nails - Yukon
Ruth Meyers - Nichols Hills Plaza

Go ahead, take some risks,
glam it up for the spring.
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STYLE
Take a

Fashion Risk
this Spring
BY LINDA MILLER

ometimes you need to take a risk–
at least when it comes to fashion.
Knowing what looks good on you
and what works for your body
makes getting dressed easier each morning,
but often it can land you in a rut. A fashion
rut. Same colors, same styles. Part of the fun
of fashion is trying something new, something
totally different than what you’ve worn
before and realizing that it looks good on you.

S

This isn’t a mandate to ditch those clothes that work so well, to grab
with wild abandon anything different from the store racks. It is a
suggestion to experiment, to be open to new styles, colors and trends.
Spring is the perfect season to reevaluate your closet, your style and
your makeup.
“If your wardrobe is beginning to resemble something closer to a
uniform then you are in a style rut, and honestly, we’ve all been there,”
said Eden Turrentine, manager for Liberte, a new store opening this
spring at Classen Curve.
“You can still have a personal deﬁning style, but push yourself to try
different colors and pieces that show another dimension of that style.”
If you tend to wear a lot of solid colors, try adding some prints this
season. Spring fashion has a strong feminine inﬂuence, so Turrentine
suggests bringing in some ﬂorals. Slip a silk or ﬂowing ﬂoral tank under
a cardigan or ﬁtted blazer. It’s a subtle way to ease into the trend since
only a little bit of the print peeks out.
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Mix unexpected colors. Elizabeth and James rose-colored ankle zip
jeans with coral and topaz floral top from On A Whim.
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Right: Accent with color. Alice and Olivia black-and-white
striped dress from On A Whim with Diana Warner green
earrings from The MakeUp Bar.

If ﬂorals start to grow on you, consider a bold ﬂoral
blouse with a favorite dark skirt or pair of pants. Leave the
jacket at home.
Graphic prints and stripes can add the same interest. Choose
your favorite print, and then wear it with conﬁdence.
One of the most noticeable trends for spring is color. Neons,
pastels, yellows, greens, oranges, blues, reds and Tango
Tangerine, Pantone’s color of 2012.

“

If your wardrobe is beginning
to resemble something closer to
a uniform then you are in
a style rut….
— Eden Turrentine,
manager for Liberte
at Classen Curve

If ever there was a season to incorporate color into your
wardrobe, it’s this spring. And, really, it’s one of the easiest ways
to update and bring a fresh look to your wardrobe.
Color blocking continues to make a bold statement so go
ahead and indulge. “Don’t mix more than three colors, but try it
with a bright pant and equally bright top,” Turrentine said.
And don’t’ be afraid to mix colors that at ﬁrst seem jarring.
Think pink bottoms with a top that has a swirl of coral hues. Or a
7089: Play with texture. Tucked blouse by Parker with Elizabeth and
James jeans from On A Whim.
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Prints can be charming. See by Chloe floral strapless dress from
On A Whim.

lime green blouse paired with a berry skirt. Pull the colors
together with an armful of bangles.
Too much too soon?
“Buy a new handbag in that bright positive color for an
accessory that makes everything you own look fresh,”
Turrentine said.
Or consider a pair of printed high-heeled sandals or
wedges. Wear them with pants if you’re still timid about
showing too much color or pattern.
Another idea: If you tend to wear dresses all the time — we
know, there’s nothing easier -- opt for a skirt and blouse. It’s
a simple change and may allow for more options in your
wardrobe. At the same time, if you always reach for
separates, slip into a great dress. Solid color or print, take
your pick.
Makeup and hair are other easy updates sometimes
overlooked or put off. Too many women wear the same
makeup colors and use the same application techniques for
years. Try a new eye shadow or lipstick color. What’s the
harm? It’s only makeup; it’ll wash off, said Alex MendezKelley, owner of The Makeup Bar.
“A pop of pink or coral is a great way to add a little bit of
color” on the lips or cheeks, she said. “Step outside your
comfort zone a bit.”
She said every woman should have a bubble gum pink
blush in their makeup case. “There’s nothing like a bright
blush to brighten up your face.”

Don’t want to wear stripes on your
body? Stripe it rich on your feet. These
platform strappy wedges by 80%20 are
from Heirloom Shoe
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Afraid of color or prints? Take baby steps. Wear a red tuxedo jacket over
a print blouse with a dark skirt. Clothes are from Gil’s Clothing Co.

While gloss is still a favorite for many women, Mendez-Kelley likes
the look of lipstick for a ﬁnished look. It’s also another way to add
color to the face. There’s a perfect red, pink or coral for every woman.
Don’t forget eyes either. Black and brown eyeliner are ﬁne, as well
as soft taupe shadows, but there’s so much at the makeup counter.
Try liner in cobalt blue, teal, purple or grass green. Go subtle until
you get used to it.
If it has been years since you’ve changed hairstyles, it’s time. As
with clothes, years of the same color and same style can become
boring. Talk to your hairstylist about a little tweaking if you’re not
ready for something totally different.
“How we dress every day has an inﬂuence on our state of mind
and can be stimulating to our sense of self so why not try something
new,” Turrentine said. “Conﬁdence is the payoff when taking a
fashion risk. Be open to a store’s staff to bring you some items to try
on that they like and think might work for you in addition to what you
have picked out for yourself. They can be a big help when it comes to
steering you out of your comfort zone.”
She suggests women look through magazines or store mailers and
tear out pages with outﬁts and pieces they like. Use them for
reference when shopping to stay focused on ﬁnding new pieces
instead buying the same items again and again. And pay attention
to the way mannequins are dressed and displays.
“These outﬁts are usually a great place to start when looking for
something different that is well put together,” she said.
Now you’re ready.
“Step out and take a risk and enjoy a compliment or two about
your sense of style.”
Photos by Justin Avera.
Model is Leasle Crawford,
Flash Models International.
Makeup by Alex Mendez-Kelley,
The Makeup Bar

Play up your shoes. Diamond-patterned wedges
with rope-trimmed platform by 80%20 are from
Heirloom Shoe.
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A conversation with
Insight Visual Media Production’s
Cooper Ross
BY AMANDA DAKE-PITTENGER

am sure you have seen them— the breathtaking images that
give us a birds-eye view of the rapidly expanding skyline of
Oklahoma City. As soon as any of Insight Visual Media
Productions photos are published, they seem to go viral
across all social-media outlets in Oklahoma City and beyond. After
just one look at their work it is easy to understand just why they are
quickly becoming an Oklahoma media sensation.

I

So just what is Insight Visual Media Productions (IVM)? In simplest terms, they create attention
grabbing visual media. IVM is ﬁrst and foremost a video production company but more often than not
their clients’ needs don’t stop there. They also offer web design, still photography, logo branding and
online-community management services. IVM’s mantra has been to produce the best looking visual
materials at a price that the average company can actually afford. So far, this model has been working
well for them.
IVM is using state of the art equipment and software to produce visual materials that captivate any
audience through creative and intuitive storytelling and stunning visual images. You won’t ﬁnd any
dusty ﬁlm rolls or 80’s corporate music libraries at their studio. They’re fresh, they’re digital and they
rock. From motorized time-lapse dollies and gyro stabilized aerial rigs to high-speed cameras and a
new Canon EOS C300, they offer an arsenal of visual equipment not previously available in the
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Oklahoma City market.
Cooper Ross, a graduate of the University
of Central Oklahoma and Edmond resident
is the Director of Photography and President
of IVM. While studying for a degree in Public
Relations, Cooper gained an attraction for
broadcast media. During and after college
he worked at KWTV News 9, beginning as an
associate producer and eventually settling
into a position on the assignment desk.

According to Cooper, working the
assignment desk in a news room is really all
about trying to manage a constant state of
chaos. “It’s the air trafﬁc control tower of
the newsroom, so to speak.” During those
years in the newsroom, Cooper had an
opportunity to learn an incredible amount
about our great state; he made some great
connections and, most importantly, he
learned how to manage the workﬂow of

major news stories from script to screen.
Ironically, his decision to start Insight
Visual Media Productions stemmed from his
subsequent career in commercial real
estate. Many of his clients today can be
traced back to his connections in real
estate.
When Cooper made the decision to leave
commercial real estate in the middle of a
huge recession to start a production
company everyone thought he was crazy.
Everyone but his wife, that is. “She has
been a huge help and has been fully
supportive from the outset,” Cooper says.
“She’s my best friend and I consider her one
of the most important reasons for our
success today.”
While Cooper has a strong journalism
background he never even picked up a real
camera until about 2 years ago. Determined
to make it work he purchased a series of
technical training books and that’s literally
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how he learned everything. There were certainly
some odds stacked against him and, of course,
he knows he still has a lot of hard work ahead,
but Cooper is excited about the fact that his
best work is yet to come.
Insight Visual Media consists of Cooper and
two full time employees, for now. They are
seeking to hire two more full time positions – a
Creative Director and a Web Developer. “I’m
wearing a few too many hats at the moment.”
Cooper feels it is “surprisingly difﬁcult to ﬁll
these positions because larger, sexier markets
tend to vacuum out most of the production
talent from our state.” That being said,
according to Cooper, there is some really good
work coming from a few production companies
in Oklahoma City and he is proud to be on the
same level after only being in business for
such a short time.
The current IVM project roster is ﬁlled with
diversity- everything from children’s boutique
clothing stores to Fortune 1000 oil and gas
exploration companies. IVM’s niche, though,
would be economic development-related
marketing for various city municipalities and
their respective chambers and or economic
development agencies. This type of work as well
as their oil ﬁeld projects often involves
helicopter aerial photography, which is one of
Cooper’s favorite things to do. “Assisting in the
marketing efforts of several municipalities
around the state,” Cooper says,” is an
opportunity to give back to a state that has
given me so much.”
Another project that Cooper is really excited
about is a youth hunting show they are
producing called Young Wild. “It’s the only
show of its kind in the nation and we are
beginning to see some real sponsorship
traction with it”, He says. Young Wild is set to
debut this fall.
While the assignments are clearly a lot of
fun and produce amazing visual results, there
are challenges and dangers associated with
the job. Cooper was asked to recall what has
been his most challenging shoot to date:
Left, top to bottom: 507th refueling mission; two
Oklahoma oil rigs. Opposite: Late night downtown
Oklahoma City viewed from the south.
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“I was shooting some time-lapse
sequences for a campaign we recently
ﬁnished for Edmond Electric and I had a
hair-brained idea to ask the owner of the

old Rodkey’s Flour Silo in Edmond if I could
get on top of it. The only way up was using
a 100-year old rickety steel ladder. There
are is also a series of concrete cut-outs you

have to squeeze through on the way up and
I literally had to shove my tripod and gear
bag through each hole before I could ﬁt
through. Once I reached the top, I was
staring down at 150 feet of ladder with Jello
forearms and had what I’m pretty sure was
a hernia. Then I realize there is an electric
winch with plenty of cable to reach the
bottom of the silo. I could have just sent the
wench down to pick the gear up. Needless
to say the trip down was much easier”.
Because of the nature and unique quality
of IVM’s work, they have the opportunity to
work on amazing projects in a wide variety
of settings. Cooper’s favorite project so far
has been working for Cactus Drilling. He
recalls spending several days shooting
various rig sites in the western Anadarko
Basin and explains that “it was such a cool
experience”.
“I’m truly fascinated with the drilling
industry. The equipment, the lifestyle, the
industry jargon, the technology – I ﬁnd it
awe-inspiring, the sheer size and
complexity of it all.” Cooper continues, “it
costs $25,000 a day just to drill a little 5”
hole in the ground.”
Some of his Cactus Drilling oilﬁeld work
is being featured in a national energy
publication and he has recently been hired
by Denver based, Cimarex Energy to shoot
for their annual report to shareholders.
While Cooper has had amazing
experiences so far in his business, he says
he would love to have the chance to spend a
couple months photographing the northern
lights. However, with two wonderful little
children and a wife who insists that their
vacations include sandy beaches and warm
water, he doesn’t think an Alaskan vacation
is anywhere in the foreseeable future. But a
man can dream, right?
To learn more about Insight Visual Media
Productions or to see more of their
photographic genius, you can go to their
website at www.goivm.com or follow them
on facebook. We are excited to see what
further greatness comes from yet another
amazing Oklahoma-based business that is
leading the visual media industry in
n
creativity, style, and ingenuity.
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Driving Miss Jackie
A Candid Interview with
Susan Herndon
BY TOMMYE HENDLEY WALTMAN
All photos by Vicki Farmer

he always has a bright smile, a hug, a
compliment of some sort, and of course, her close
companion & road trip buddy, Jackie the dog. The
epitome of boho-chic, her fashion is ever
charming from a crocheted skull cap, down to her most
awesome cowboy boots.
Ms. Herndon has been said to possess some of the same
qualities as artists like Emmylou Harris, Rickie Lee Jones,
Sheryl Crow, Joni Mitchell and Chrissy Hynde…not shabby. But
make no mistake, Susan Herndon is her own person and has a
music style that you just can’t quite put your ﬁnger on. She’s a
little bit country, she’s a little bit rock and roll. Not to mention
blues, jazz, pop, classical, red dirt or a fusion of one or more of
the above. If you are not already familiar with her, may I please
introduce to you…Susan Herndon.
THW: Give us a synopsis of your childhood and early days, if you
will, and a little background of your music formation. (Did you
major in music at o.u.?) I know you were born in St. Louis, but
how did you get to be an Okie?
SH: Started playing piano at 2 years old~ everyone in my family
played, so I wanted to, too. Ballet and dance are big ﬁrst loves
of mine, and are important in my musical formation, I think.
Never majored in music, but did switch to guitar when I moved
to France, and taught myself how to play. My father and family
were transferred back to Oklahoma from St. Louis before I
turned one year old.

THW: Do you come from a musical family and/or just constantly
have music in your home, older siblings hi-ﬁ, car, etc?!
SH: Yes! I’m the youngest of four kids, and everyone LOVES music
and I have them to thank for being a musician. My parents
loved jazz. My brothers and sister all loved the coolest of what
was contemporary popular music.... so I would spend most of
my time listening to their albums, (or 8 tracks ;-).
THW: You occasionally incorporate some French in your recordings,
assuming you learned to speak the language of love while you
lived in France....what was it like to be there? What were the
circumstances and time in your life that you were there?
SH: I LOVED living in France and loved spending my summers in
the Greek Isles. France is a wonderful country and has a great
culture, and they love their artists, so it was cool to start
playing and performing there. I was teaching at a university
for the two years that I lived there, going to school, studying
and doing some research on French history, literature, and
philosophy, and I played in a few bands in the meantime. I
spent all my spare time in my room woodshedding on guitar
and writing songs. I also had some very good friends whom I
met while I stayed at a Buddhist village in the Dordogne; we
played music together and every month had a “music club”—
just a great night of music out in the middle of the countryside
and people from all over would come and play. Each month, I
would take an 8 hour train-trip to get there for the weekend
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11-0081: The Blue Door, Bob Childers Tribute, 2011

and then the 8 hours it took to get back to Auvergne, which is
where I lived. The French go on-strike a lot too, it seems, and
they love their vacation time— so I swear, every 4-6 weeks or
so we had a week or two off and I would always go back there
to just hang out with my friends and play.
THW: Of course, I would be remiss if I didn’t ask who your inﬂuences were/are and if you can name the most important one.
SH: Just one?! Today it’s Hank Williams~ for “I’m So Lonesome I
Could Cry”.... and the art of writing a simple but great song.
Yesterday it might have been Stevie Nicks. Tomorrow it’ll
probably be the Band again....but some more of my inﬂuences
are....the Beatles, the Band, the Who, Sade, David Crosby,
Harry Nilson, Jimmy Webb, Paul Simon, James Taylor, CrosbyNash, CSNY, Graham Nash, Stevie Wonder, Steely Dan, Jackson
Bowne, Joni Mitchell, Gram Parsons, Leon Russell, Rickie Lee
Jones, J.D. Souther, Lloyd Maines, George Gershwin, and on and
on and on and on......
THW: Your latest cd was recorded and produced in Austin with
Lloyd Maines. How cool is that? And how fun was it doing
‘Oklahoma Girl’?
SH: It was cool and it was fun! Lloyd was great, as well as all the
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musicians who played on it. Loved Butch Hancock who did
some yodeling on it. And John Silva did a great job engineering
the whole thing.
THW: Inquiring minds want to know.....did Natalie ever come by the
studio? :)
SH: hahaha~ no, she never did. ;-)
THW: Just wondering about the titles of a couple of your CDs....
1,000 Pies and Peccadillos. I know what they mean literally,
but what’s the meaning for your title?
SH: 1,000 Pies refers to the line in the “Highway 33 (home)” song—
“a thousand pies Grandma made,” reminiscing about her old
house there in Coyle, Oklahoma where I spent some time
growing up~ they were homesteaders from the Land Run....
Peccadillos was just a word that I had always liked and planned
for years on using as an album title— and it kind of pulled
together both discs of that project, the Mr. Bed CD and the
Women and Children First CD.... some of the songs on
Peccadillos are kind of peculiar or strange so it seemed
appropriate.

THW: Which CD did you have the best experiences and most fun
recording?

THW: Do you have a favorite venue including house concerts?
SH: I do love the Blue Door in OKC.

SH: hmmmmm...... all of them have been good and fun
experiences, and each of them are like little babies or
children to me.... but also, it’s always A LOT of work, and
inevitably in the middle of making every album, I always end
up pulling my hair-out wondering what in the hell I’m doing
and why I’m doing it..... Quiet Cave, was exciting because it
was my ﬁrst; In the Attic, I was happy to still be making
music, and I was working with some good friends and we
were busy working as a band; Peccadillos was fun because I
had been playing with the Science Project just about every
week for a year or two so they played on it; 1,000 Pies was
great because much of it was recorded with the
Painkillers and they were my buddies and we were
out playing gigs during that time. All Fall Down was
a stretch for me in an effort to produce something
outside of my own box, and that was great fun.

THW: I loved Manzanita, Oregon and am so sad to have missed
you in August by just 2 days. How was that trip - you and
your motor home and Jackie?
SH: I KNOW! Next year! Let’s meet up out there!!!! The trip was
good. And it was rough, too!
THW: Tell us a little about Jackie....How long have she been with
you.....is she your best friend?

Becky Grider Benefit at the Chouse, March 2010

THW: ‘lay me down’ and the ‘home’ song are 2 of my
personal favorites, and I get teary-eyed at
‘everything to me’. Can you even possibly name
your favorite song and what makes it your fave?
SH: That makes me happy to hear, Tommye, thanks. I
don’t know that I have a favorite.... I always like to
play “There is No End to My Love for You” because
it’s easy to just rest into it on a gig, and it feels
good, and it’s fun to play it with the guys… maybe
because of the stops in it. But I also like it
because of the meaning and where I was at the
time when I wrote it….
THW: Do you mostly draw on your everyday life and
happenings for inspiration of your lyrics?
SH: I guess so.... really everything inspires.... then there
are some songs, like “Arkansas Tom” or “The
Children of Beslan” (which I have not played since I
wrote it!) that were inspired by something I was
reading at the time.
THW: So you just got back from the Fredericksburg &
Austin areas....don’t you love hill country? What’s
your favorite place (in the U.S.) to visit and play?
SH: Yes, it is really great down there. Hmmmmm.... a
favorite place to play and to visit... that might be
it.... enjoyed playing Luckenbach recently, too.
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SH: Yes I am a complete loser and she is
absolutely my very best friend. I’ve
had her over 4 years. It was Woody
Fest in Okemah, and I was out at the
Grape Ranch, and this couple walked
in with her— they’d found her on
Highway 9. She was maybe 3 months
old, and adorable, and I fell deeply in
love.
THW: You are so worldly. What about
outside the U.S.— where’s your
favorite and would you consider
living in another country again
sometime?
SH: I’d love to live in France again.
Sometimes I think about Canada...
but I’m not so fond of the cold.
Maybe St. John, Virgin Islands, or
Kauai, Hawaii......
THW: Are you forever working on new cd
material or do you just get to take a
break and relax once in a while?
SH: The trip I took playing out West this
past summer was a break from

Oklahoma Music Hall of Fame, “Music
Begins With a Song”, Dec. 2010

writing... just to get from one place
to the next was all I could think
about! But I do have three new CD
projects in the works.... if I had the
money to produce them, I’d get them
done!
THW: If, on your next cd you need spoons
or handclaps (like 1,000 Pies) would
you let me audition for you?

THW: if you were not so lucky and
blessed to be a singer/songwriter,
what could you see yourself doing
instead?
SH: I would be happy being an
astrophysicist, a plumber, or a
drummer.
THW: I know you would.

SH: hahahahah! Absolutely!
THW: Where can we all look forward to
seeing you perform in the next few
months?
SH: I’ll be playing back down in Austin in
February, March, and in April, as well
as some other places in Texas.
Nashville in February and in
Memphis at the International Folk
Alliance Conference. And then I’ll go
down for SXSW. The Red Bull Gypsy
Cafe Music Festival in Stillwater, and
the Something in the Water Festival
in Regency, Texas will both be in
April.....

Please try and catch a performance
sometime soon...you won’t be disappointed. And to have your home, workplace or car
ﬁlled with her extraordinary music, you can
order her cd’s at www.susanherndon.com.
Like a kaleidoscope full of beautiful
colors and interesting pieces of loveliness
and light, no matter how many times you
turn it. The result is always wonderful and
so are the sounds of Susan Herndon. n
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IMMY:
Immuno Mycologics

“I am pleased to say that Sean Bauman
is on our board of directors and IMMY is an
active and vital member of the Oklahoma
Bioscience Association,” said Sheri
Stickley, president and CEO of the
Oklahoma Bioscience Association. “IMMY
is making a tremendous impact in the
developing world – genuinely impacting
lives. It is a privilege to work with a
company that is a representation of
Oklahoma’s dynamic and rapidly growing
bioscience industry.”

hat was once a father’s
dream is now a son’s
reality. Over thirty years
ago, the original
founder of Immuno-Mycologics,
commonly known as IMMY, and
father of current IMMY President
and CEO Sean Bauman had the goal
of creating a test that would detect a
crippling fungal disease known as
cryptococcosis. Many years later,
Sean Bauman has seen success in
not only creation of the test, but
FDA clearance for distribution,
which could ultimately prevent the
deaths of over 600,000 people
around the globe each year.

The fungal disease, cryptococcosis, is
typically inhaled by individuals as a
means of infection. The disease itself is
carried within soil, is often associated with
bird droppings and eucalyptus trees.

Receiving this green light for the test kit
known as the CrAg Lateral Flow Assay from
the FDA is a victory for IMMY and for his
home state’s growing bioscience industry.
Bioscience has now proven itself as an
asset to our state, and its footprint is
easily noticed nationwide alongside some
of the country’s biggest and most
prominent bioscience industries.

The disease is different from many
others by the simple fact it can be cured
with freely available drugs that are often
donated by pharmaceutical companies.
But before the drugs can be distributed,
the diagnosis must be made. There in lies
the problem – diagnosing the disease in
Sub-Saharan Africa is near impossible
with an easily accessible affordable test.

“Our goal is
to save lives.”
— Dr. Sean Bauman,
president and CEO of IMMY
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Above: Sean with Guatamalen Clinicians.
Left: Sean with African Clinician

Other tests are available to detect the
disease, but they come with a high cost and
require a huge amount of work. In fact, they
require so much work for one test that
medical practitioners simply cannot
complete enough tests to make an impact in
slowing this spreading disease. The
available tests just aren’t suitable for areas
that are rural and limited to accessible
resources.
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The test itself is easy to use, and is very
similar to test kits that are used in the
United States. Just like many take home
tests, this test kits provides results in
minutes, and does not require additional
equipment.

changed for the better.”
IMMY hopes to have half of all clinics
located in Africa and Asia equipped with the
new test kit by 2015. Once these targeted
areas receive test kits, it’s possible that up
to 100,000 lives could be saved each year.

“Our goal is to save lives,” said Dr. Sean
Bauman, president and CEO of IMMY. “With
the CrAg Lateral Flow Assay, a health-care
provider can give the test, observe the
results, and administer the ﬁrst dose of oral
medication, all within a few minutes,
resulting in a life that has truly been

Bauman continues to pursue his father’s
dream, and hopes to continue saving lives
all over the world through the research
conducted by IMMY.
n
To learn more visit www.immy.com.
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REVIEWS
The Verizon Galaxy Nexus,
putting the “smart”
in “smartphone”
BY LANCE MAXWELL

hat is it that Oklahomans look for in a
smartphone? Is it perhaps its inherent ability to
connect different activities of our everyday
lives? Or maybe its ability to make us more
productive in our business ventures? In reality it is certainly
that but it is also so much more. As Oklahoma’s economy
continues to grow, the necessity for mobile devices that make
us more efficient will follow suit. That is where Verizon’s new
flagship 4G LTE device, the Samsung Galaxy Nexus, comes
in. Of course it contains all the usual bells and whistles you
would find in today’s constantly expanding selection of mobile
gadgets, but with its Verizon 4G LTE connectivity, and
inclusion of Google’s latest Android operating system, Android
4.0 (aka Ice Cream Sandwich), it provides a much “smarter”
experience that Oklahomans can certainly benefit from.

The Verizon Galaxy Nexus comes fully-loaded with
features such as an extremely fast processor and one
of the ﬁrst high-deﬁnition displays to make its way to
a mobile device (think high-end TV). For the iPhone
users out there, you will notice this phone is quite a
bit larger compared to its Apple counterpart. I
personally found this beneﬁcial while browsing the
web or watching videos. However, even with its
larger size the phone itself still feels very thin and
light in the hand. And did I mention it is FAST? It
makes my two-year-old phone feel ancient as it
easily managed loading web pages, checking
emails,
and running multiple applications all at the
same time. It’s deﬁnitely the fastest Android
device I’ve used to date.
Another really cool feature of the Galaxy
Nexus is the ability to instantly share
applications, documents, and other data
with other mobile devices simply by putting
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them next to each other. Of course as most top-of-the-line phones
do today, it has an excellent camera with zero shutter lag and
panoramic capture capability to go along with many other
outstanding features. What does zero shutter lag mean to you
the consumer? Well, it means that you can continually snap
photos without delay. This way you won’t miss those important
ﬂeeting moments like, for instance, your son or daughter
scoring the game-winner you otherwise might have missed in
the past. It also has a sweet panoramic feature that lets you
take a nearly 360* photo of your surroundings. Let’s not
forget that it also is Verizon 4G LTE-capable – allowing you
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to instantly share those same photos to
Facebook, Twitter, or your other favorite social
media in a ﬂash. In fact, in my tests, the LTE
connection was faster than even my home
high-speed Internet connection (yikes). At this
speed, streaming high-deﬁnition video from
YouTube or Netﬂix and music content from
Pandora or Spotify is a cinch.
But what does this all mean and how do
Oklahomans beneﬁt from it? In terms of
everyday use it makes things like sorting
through emails, downloading and viewing
work documents, and browsing the web
(at 4G LTE speed) much quicker and
easier. Smartphones give you a portable
go-everywhere device that help you stay
on track with all of your tasks, no
matter where you are or what you need
to get done. From work to play, the
Verizon Galaxy Nexus is one of the
market’s best solutions to keeping up
with life! n
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RIGHT: Reggie Jackson in huddle: Taken during a Thunder Youth Basketball

n many nights from late Fall to early Spring, Camp in June 2011. The Thunder holds several camps and clinics throughout
Chesapeake Energy Arena is alive with the the year for youth ages 5 to 16. Participants get hands-on experience on the
court to learn both basketball skills and important life lessons, such as
sights and sounds of Oklahoma City
Thunder Basketball. Over nineteen thousand teamwork, good sportsmanship and respect.
strong fill the Arena as Durant, Westbrook, Perkins,
shower, address the media and either head to their post game meal
Sefolosha, Ibaka and the rest of the team take the floor to
or to the airport to meet their ride to another city. Soon, the arena is
represent Oklahoma City in an NBA basketball game. For a empty and quiet. The Thunder Basketball experience is complete.
little over two hours, Oklahoma City unites together,
Or so one might think.
cheering on its team as it works for victory against the
The truth is, the Oklahoma City Thunder believes what it does
outside the walls of the Chesapeake Energy Arena in the Oklahoma
competition.
City community is just as important as the entertaining basketball
game experience. Many days throughout the season, Thunder players
When the game is over and the energy driven by the game begins
can be found in the community, reading in schools, teaching about
to subside, the crowd begins its journey out of the Arena and the
physical ﬁtness at camps, building a home for someone in need with
faithful workers begin their usual cleanup routine. The players
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OKC Thunder—
A COmmuniTy AsseT
BY ERIC URBACH
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Above: Eric Maynor with little boy and shovel: Taken
during the spring 2011 player event with Rebuilding
Together. Thunder staff, coaches and players pitch in with
Rebuilding Together OKC every spring to renovate and repair the home of
local senior citizens whose homes have fallen into disrepair.

Habitat for Humanity or taking a less
fortunate family on a shopping trip.
Vice President of Corporate
Communications and Community Relations,
Dan Mahoney, explains why the Thunder
organization takes special pride in what it
does in the Oklahoma City community.
“We look at it [The Thunder] as more than
just a basketball team. We think that the
Thunder is a community asset...We feel a
great responsibility to give back to this
community….It starts with our ownership
group, Clay Bennett and the owners. It goes
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through all of our management, certainly
through our players, that they all have a
great feeling of respect for our fans and our
corporate partners and the community....”
The Thunder organization has a big heart
for education and especially drives a
movement to develop a love for reading in
children. The Read to Achieve program,
sponsored by American Fidelity, sends
Thunder players into schools to meet and
most importantly, read to the students. The
players strive to set an example to the
children, as they recognize they are looked

up to in many ways beyond their athletic
ability.
With the players often comes the Rolling
Thunder Book Bus. At any given time, the
bus holds approximately 3000 books. The
Thunder Book Bus arrives at schools and
allows students to board the bus, pick a
book and keep it. Mahoney has experienced
the value of what the Thunder Book Bus can
provide.
“We feel a feeling of ownership when they
can walk onto the Book Bus, pick a book and
take it home with them and keep it, and
then we really think that makes a difference
and encourages that love and passion for
reading.”
With so much being made of the lack of
physical ﬁtness among our children, today,
the Thunder began the Thnder Fit program,
sponsored by Homeland. The Thunder
players strive to educate children on the
importance on taking care of their body.
“For those kids who get to see an NBA
player who has worked so hard throughout
his life to take care of his body and have it
prepared for an NBA career, it really delivers
a strong message to take care of yourself,
take care of your health, take care of your
body, eat well, exercise, we think those are
important lessons that are players are glad
to deliver,” Mahoney says.
The lessons of physical ﬁtness are often a
big topic at the various basketball camps
led by the Thunder organization. These
camps teach kids the fundamentals of
basketball to help them develop a love for
the game. A theme often drilled into the
campers is teamwork. Whether campers ever
take the basketball ﬂoor in competition, the
theme of teamwork becomes something the
campers can build on in life.
Mahoney explains, “It carries over,
whether you are an athlete or not, the idea
and message of teamwork we think is
important for our players and our
organization to instill in the community.”
A favorite time of the year for the Thunder
is during the holidays. Through the Cox
Communications Holiday Assist program,
Thunder players often take less fortunate
families on shopping trips at local Target

stores. The passion to help the less
fortunate is clear.
“A lot of people take it for granted that
you can go buy Christmas presents. These
kids don’t and these families don’t. They
watch every penny and for the Thunder to
be able to step in, working with Cox,
working with Target to do that, it’s really
made a difference and it’s certainly made
a difference for our players to see the kids’
reactions and that really does, it’s probably
one of our favorite events of the year, being
able to do that,” Mahoney says.
During the holiday season, Thunder
players can also be found serving meals at
the City Rescue Mission and Urban Mission
facilities.
In case anyone believes the Thunder
players serve the community out of
obligation with heels dragging, think
again.
“Our players enjoy it, to be able to go to
an event, to go to a school, to take a child
on a shopping spree, to create a smile on
their face, it means a lot to these guys.
Some of them come from backgrounds that
they were in that situation, not too long
ago and they really do feel that
obligation to give back to make it
special for

Left: Nick Collison and little girl: Taken during
the Thunder’s 2011 Holiday Assist Shopping
Spree, an annual event in which families
nominated by Sunbeam Family Services’
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren program
are paired up with Thunder players and taken
on a shopping spree through a local Target.
Both the kids and the grandparents shop the
store and pick out whatever they want or need
for the holiday.

these kids and I think you can tell from our
videos and our photos of these events just
how much these guys enjoy it. They
volunteer for these things, they are out,
staying longer than they are supposed to,
really, really getting into it to make it
special for the people who are there and I
think that it is extremely genuine and it’s a
very important part of their careers and
what they do aside from playing
basketball,” Mahoney says.
Then, of course, there’s Rumble,
Oklahoma City’s mascot and favorite
bison. Rumble makes hundreds of

Below left: Russell Westbrook at grocery store:
Taken last month during a Homeland Shopping
Spree. Players join area families recommended
by community agencies and help them stock up
on groceries, courtesy of Homeland and the
Thunder.

Below right: Nazr Mohammed at Thunder Youth
Basketball Camp – We hold Thunder Youth
Basketball Camps several times throughout the
year, including spring break, summer and
holiday break camps. Campers’ ages range from
5-16, and all get hands-on experience in
basketball skills, as well as life lessons such as
teamwork.
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Above: James Harden and Eric Maynor
at PAL Court – Through the Thunder
Community Foundation, we refurbished
an outdoor basketball court at a Police
Athletic League (PAL) facility in south
Oklahoma City. This picture is from the
dedication.

Below: Lazar Hayward at Book Bus – Our Rolling
Thunder Book Bus visits schools and community
programs nearly every day through-out the year. This
program allows children to pick out a free book from a
selection of more than 3,000 to take home. Since
2009, the Book Bus has distributed nearly 50,000
books to children throughout the area.
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appearances a year in schools across the
State as well as other events, often to
present his anti-bullying show. “Everybody
loves Rumble. It’s really that simple,”
Mahoney says.
Whether one is a fan of fast breaks, slam
dunks, three pointers or rebounds, it is
undeniable the effect the Oklahoma City
Thunder Basketball organization has on the
community. As the Thunder entertains with
excellence on the basketball court, night
after night, a small team of ﬁve people
leads the community charge and is always
brainstorming about reaching new people in
new ways to make a positive difference. n

TRAVEL

Hit the Slopes…
Close to Home
BY AMANDA DAKE-PITTENGER

ust about a tank of gas and a mere 7
hours due west on I-40 will take an OKC
traveler right to a little hidden gem of a
ski area. Sandia Peak, located in Cedar
Crest, New Mexico, is the closest ski recreation
area to the OKC metro. With family-friendly
runs and a very popular ski school, Sandia Peak
is the perfect place to spend a long weekend
swishing down a snow-covered mountain.

The Sandia Mountains are a prominent landmark of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The range is largely within the Cibola
National Forest, and part of the range is protected as the Sandia
Mountain Wilderness. The mountains are host to many attractions
and activities that make outdoor Albuquerque a destination for
travelers from across the globe. With Sandia Peak reaching just
over 10,000 feet, the Sandias are invariably used for skiing
(including cross-country), snowshoeing, and snowboarding
throughout the winter months.

Travelers may drive up the mountain from the east, or they may
choose to take the historic Sandia Peak Tram, which is on the
western side of the mountain just east of Albuquerque in the
Sandia Foothills. A trip on the Sandia Peak Aerial Tramway
transports passengers above deep canyons and beautiful terrain
a distance of 2.7 miles. At the top of the mountain, the vantage
point from the observation deck affords an 11,000 square-mile
panoramic view of the Rio Grande Valley and the Land of
Enchantment. While a trip on the tram is beautiful in the daytime,
the view of Albuquerque at night from Sandia Peak is hard to
beat.
High Finance Restaurant and Tavern is located at the top of
Sandia Peak, which provides passengers with the perfect excuse
to ride up during the day and ride down in the evening. Hikers,
skiers, and tourists equally enjoy the views and ambience of the
restaurant. Dining is rather causal during the day, with a lunch
menu that boasts all of the staples- burgers, nachos, and
quesadillas. Reservations are recommended for dinner where the
atmosphere is a bit more upscale, which is simply a reﬂection of
the amazing views, gorgeous woodwork, extensive wine list, and
wood-ﬁred steaks.
This time of year, snow sports steal the show at Sandia Peak.
The mountain has 4 chair lifts and over 34 runs ranging from
green to black. The ski school is ﬁrst-class and can take a
beginner (never-worn-skis beginner) through all steps of the
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aren’t as vibrant and the snow isn’t as prominent in the lower
altitudes. However, much like in Oklahoma, the skies were
gorgeous at all times of the day. White, wispy clouds dusted
the blue skies which met golden ﬁelds of grass at the base of
the mountain. At the top of the mountain, I could see for
(literally) miles, including the peak in Santa Fe, about 40
miles to the north.
There is plenty of lodging to ﬁt any budget in the city of
Albuquerque. My family and I rented a home, which was just
minutes from the mountain, and could not have been more
pleased. After a full day of skiing and snowboarding we were
all able to convene back at the mountain home for stories
around the ﬁre, hot toddies, and a lot of well-deserved rest.
We are looking forward to at least one more visit before the

skiing or snowboarding process. Students are grouped by
ability and must master one level before moving on to the
next so every participant is a conﬁdent skier and will be able
to have fun on the slopes. The school even has its own lift to
help students practice what can often be the most
intimidating part of the day for a novice skier or snowboarder.
For the family that loves to be active together, Sandia Peak
is the perfect getaway. The base facilities are nice, with
breakfast and lunch service available. The rental process is
organized and the staff couldn’t be more knowledgeable or
helpful. Everyone that we encountered on our 3-day adventure
was smiling and friendly. Brian Coon, Operations Manager for
Sandia Peak, was more than willing to show me and my
family around the base of the mountain and answer any of
the questions we had.
This ski trip was the ﬁrst of its kind for my two children,
ages 7 and 4. We placed both boys in ski school on the ﬁrst
day. They went for 2 hours in the morning, broke for lunch,
then another 2 hours in the afternoon. By the end of the ﬁrst
day, my 7 year old was riding the lift and skiing down the
mountain with no assistance. My 4 year old wasn’t quite there
yet, but he was able to stand on his skis, take off his skis,
and “make a pizza” (snowplow).
On the second day, my oldest son was riding the lift and
skiing down as if he were a pro. My husband and I worked
most of the morning and afternoon with our 4 year old in a
designated practice area. By the end of the second day, my 4
year old was able to exit the ski lift on his own and ski down
the mountain with just a little assistance from (overprotective) me.
The weather was absolutely picture perfect while we were
visiting. The scenery is different from that of the Rocky
Mountains. Albuquerque is a desert climate, so the greens
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close of this year’s ski season but also look
forward to exploring the city of
Albuquerque a bit more as well. They are
famous for their fall hot air balloon
festival, which occurs each October. Also,
Route 66 runs straight into the area, which
would make for a great adventure as well.
We are so happy to have found this little
gem of a ski area so close to our home; it
makes for the perfect 3 or 4 day escape.
So, if you haven’t made plans to hit the
slopes this season, give Sandia Peak a try.
I think you will be pleasantly surprised. n
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DESIGN

Photographs by Paul Riedl

here is a new and exciting
showroom located at the south
end of the beautiful Classen
Curve in Oklahoma City.
Actually, Winter House Interiors is not new
to Oklahoma City. Winter House Interiors
has been operating in the OKC Metro area
for over 20 years. The new prominent
location boasts a new, brighter appearance
and is packed with a lot of energy. The
Classen Curve showroom occupies
approximately 10,000 square feet in a
stand-alone building. The former location
in Northpark Mall was just under 6,700
square feet.

As time goes by, trends change. The decision to move to Classen
Curve was not one taken lightly by CEO and Interior Designer
Steven Winters. However, it was a choice that he felt necessary to
make in order to remain a top competitor in today’s ever-changing
and exciting marketplace.
Every day brings a new challenge, according to Winters.
Operating both a retail showroom and a design-by-appointment
business keeps Steven on his toes. Not to mention Carwin’s Shave
Shop, a little side-line business which is growing by leaps and
bounds. Carwin’s is a men’s grooming boutique focusing on
shaving implements and men’s skin care. They also carry a large
stock of men’s accessories.
For over 20 years Winter House Interiors has grown and
continues to evolve in the ever-changing marketplace. With the aid
of continuing education, seminars, and social media, Steven and
his employees keep up with the latest trends and design
techniques, remaining innovative in their ﬁeld.
No job is too small or too big for Steven and his qualiﬁed staff.
Steven grew up surrounded by homebuilding and interior design
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businesses. He has an extensive
background in building, fabric, and wall
covering industries. Steven is a
registered interior designer and Winter
House Interiors is a registered interior
design ﬁrm in the state of Oklahoma.
The relocation to Classen Curve is part
of a larger plan for Winter House
Interiors. They are reinventing
themselves to better serve their clients. A
larger, brighter showroom with larger
spaces allows for better organization and
shopping experiences. With more space,
they are able to expand their offerings
and carry a better mix of product styles
and lines.

Carwin’s Shave Shop,

a little side-line business,
is growing by leaps
and bounds.
Winter House is neither traditional nor
contemporary in styling. They design for
all tastes and styles. It is about the
client, the challenge, and the end result.
Winter House strives to be the
“everything lifestyle showroom.” Some of
their services include:
Design, color consultation
Remodels
New construction
Staging
Event planning/decorating
Upholstery
Lighting
Steven and his staff invite you to
come in and see what the “new” Winter
House Interiors is all about. They are
located at 5701 Classen Boulevard in
n
Classen Curve.
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MAKEOVER

Joy Bjerk before her makeover.

O

ne deserving Ion Oklahoma reader
recently received a full makeover
and professional photo session
compliments of celebrity make-up
artist Sharon Tabb, hair stylist Marcia
Chesak, and Lacy Hammack of Adoralee
Photography.
Joy Bjerk, a 6th grade teacher in Mustang, was the
recipient of this full day of beauty. As a wife, mother of
two young daughters, and a full-time teacher, Joy truly
deserved to be pampered by three of Oklahoma’s top
artists in their respective ﬁelds.
The day began at Elle Salon in Edmond. Joy came in
with long, blonde hair that showed signs of being overprocessed and was lacking volume. Marcia Chesak took
several inches off in length and softened up the blonde
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locks with some lowlights and a complexion -ﬂattering chestnut
blonde overall color. Looking at the before and after photos, you
can see that the difference is just amazing.
Makeup was applied by Sharon Tabb. Sharon is a renowned
makeup artist with work featured in numerous national and local
publications such as People, Vogue, Brides of Oklahoma, and
Zooey Magazine. Sharon is a dedicated artist who strives to
ensure that no detail goes unnoticed and that each of her clients
knows they are beautiful and important. Sharon is also the owner
of The Makeup Room Agency, representing hair and makeup
artists, as well as photographers.
For Joy’s makeover, Sharon arched her eyebrows and went with a
clean daytime look. Because Joy is such a busy woman, Sharon
wanted to be sure to give her a look that was both sophisticated
yet easy to replicate on those hectic mornings before work. Joy’s
beautiful blue eyes were complimented with dark black lashes
and a tan palette. Natural cheeks and lips complete this look that
can easily go through the day and right into the evening.
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Lacy Hammack of Adoralee Photography documented the entire
day with her top-notch skills behind the camera. Adoralee
Photography is located in the heart of Norman and specializes in
tasteful boudoir portraiture. The photographers also capture
elegant engagement, mommy-to-be, and family photographs.
Lacy shot the after photos in an outdoor setting, which allowed
her to capture Joy’s beauty and vibrant energy with natural light
and an organic background.
Looking at the before and after photographs it is easy to
conclude that this team of talented ladies have a true passion for
their business and are the undeniable go-to team for any special
occasion. Whether it is a complete makeover, a glamorous boudoir
session, or an intimate engagement sitting, Sharon, Marcia, and
Lacy will be sure to leave their clients awestruck and amazed with
their talents.
For more information, you can ﬁnd each of these professionals
n
on Facebook.

